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The part of my brain that works 
better than the others is the 
one that seeks to create order 
and efficiency. This has served 
me well as an Ice Age Trail 
Alliance employee. When it 
comes to entering a member’s 
donation into our constituency 
database, compiling our yearly 

volunteer hours report for the National Park Service, or coordinating the 
publication process for another edition of our guidebooks, it’s probably 
better to be wound a little too tight instead of a little too loose.

At home, it’s another story. I go in to work two weekdays each week, but 
spend the other three as a stay-at-home dad with my daughters, Pearl (4 
years) and Indigo (2 years). As you might guess, they don’t have much 
appreciation for my striving for order and in fact seem to take great joy 
in undermining it at every possible turn. The metaphorical opposite of 
Microsoft Excel, it turns out, is a 2-year-old with a runny nose, a leaky 
diaper, and an un-capped Sharpie.

The other place where the order-and-efficiency part of my brain is 
unwelcome is on the Ice Age Trail.

In May of 2008, I had the privilege of doing a solo backpacking trip on 
the Ice Age Trail’s Newwood Segment in Lincoln County. My mission was 
to hike, take notes and photos, and turn the experience into a “Featured 
Segment” article for this publication.

I started out from the trailhead on County Road E late in the afternoon. 
Immediately, my brain went to work, addressing the “critical” issues at 
hand. I had about a mile to hike before I reached the part of the Trail 
passing through county forest, where primitive camping was permitted. 
Would I make it before sunset? What sort of area would I find suitable for 
a tent? What should I set up first once I arrived? Should I have peanut 
butter or summer sausage for dinner?

Suddenly, like a straight-line wind, the song of a small bird blew down 
the structures I was building in my head. A white-throated sparrow was 
sitting on a branch hanging over the Trail. In my trance of computer-like 
processing, I almost walked right into it, like the scene in the movies 

where the exhausted jungle explorer 
stumbles into a giant spider web 
and flails about wildly. Perhaps 
anticipating our collision (“Dude!?”), 
the sparrow shouted out his song, 
which is typically described as  
“My Sweet, Canada, Canada, 
Canada” or “Old Sam Peabody, 
Peabody, Peabody”.

This particular bird was on a journey of 28 years and 3 counties. It 
started off from the banks of Johnson Creek, in the backyard of our 
rickety home in Woodruff, Wisconsin, in June of 1981. It was there that, 
as a 5-year-old, I heard the bird sing. I vividly remember hearing this 
bird’s song often as a child, though in babbling to my mom I always 
attributed it to a chickadee.  In 1982 we moved south to Madison, and 
our family gained some economic security but I lost my backyard creek 
and the summertime song of the white-throated sparrows.

Back on the Ice Age Trail in 2008, this bird had a message for me, 
delivered directly from my childhood: Knock it off. Stop thinking, stop 
organizing, stop planning. This is a time for you to act and feel child-like. 
I started laughing at myself. Then I started enjoying myself.

On subsequent hikes I’ve had the same experience, typically about a 
mile in. I start to hear things, I start to see things, and I start to smell 
things. Not coincidentally, I’ve also noticed in recent years that I can’t 
have a successful “hike” with my daughter Indigo…she sees no point 
in continual forward progress when there’s so much to be touched, 
smelled, heard, and tasted right at this particular spot, right here.

Our lives need balance, and that’s what I get from the Ice Age Trail. It 
provides wide-open spaces (literal and figurative) where there’s nothing 
for me to accomplish, organize, or futz with. In this view of the Trail, I feel 
like I’m far from alone…in the past decade, our membership has grown 
more than 15% and we’ve had a 10-fold jump in the annual count of 
Thousand-Milers. There’s something with an increasing presence in our 
lives these days that’s making more and more of us crave places like 
the Ice Age Trail, where we can power down our minds and open up our 
hearts, letting back in familiar joys from long ago.

ERIC SHERMAN

What the  
Ice Age Trail 
Means to Me

Member and Volunteer  
Services Coordinator

TRAIL talk
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In preparation for celebrations marking the 
Alliance’s 360th anniversary, I was recently 
browsing a portion of our archive, focusing 
on items from 300 years ago. In spite of our 
leaders identifying it as a priority in each of 
the Alliance’s past 114 strategic plans, our 
archive remains a dust-collecting assortment 
of shoeboxes in our basement, out of sight 
and largely out of the minds of our 57 staff 
members. Once I was able to make peace with 
the chaotic state of things, however, I dug in 
and found some fascinating materials.

One exciting discovery was an issue of this 
publication from the year 2018. In browsing 
through it, I realized how much certain things 
have changed since then. For example, the 
publication references the work of glaciers in 
creating Ice Age landforms. A few years later, it 
must have come as a shock to readers of this 
publication when the preeminent glaciologists 
of the time turned the Ice Age world on its 
head. These scientists, of course, discovered 
that our state’s topography was the work 
not of ice sheets, but rather a herd of highly 
advanced mastodons and woolly mammoths. 
As tribute to Lichenestra, the goddess of moss, 
these beasts moved mountains to construct 
the landforms now highlighted along the route 
of the Tusk Age Trail (née Ice Age Trail). 

Further reading highlighted further differences. 
The hard-working volunteers of 2018 labored 
endlessly to eradicate our most treasured 
wildflower, child’s spirit, then known by a 
less-endearing name, garlic mustard. They 
spent countless hours clearing our virgin glossy 
buckthorn forests. Oh, to be able to go back 
in time and wander those glorious, endless 
tracts of pure buckthorn — how utterly happy 
it would make us! Alas, we can only hope that 
these volunteers, working hard to preserve 
species diversity, just as our modern Tusk 
Age Trail Alliance volunteers do, found great 
meaning in their work and enjoyed every 

minute…yet also didn’t take themselves too 
seriously, understanding that best practices 
are always a moving target. After all, within a 
decade of this publication, the pines planted 
by the godfather of the Land Ethic, Aldo 
Leopold, were felled to make way for native 
prairie wildflowers and grasses.

Elsewhere in the newsletter, the executive 
director thanked more than 2,000 volunteers 
for their remarkable contribution of more than 
79,000 hours of work. One can hope that, in 
the thick of their hard work, these individuals 
allowed themselves to daydream about a time 
like the year 2318, when the Trail is 100% 
complete, has convenient camping options 
every 10 miles, and is widely recognized as the 
world’s most enjoyable hiking trail. The renown 
for today’s Trail is due in no small part to the 
groundbreaking approach — pioneered just a 
short time before this old issue of Mammoth 
Tales was published — of exceptionally 
thoughtful trail layout, design, and construction 
practices. 

Another item connecting past to present in 
this antique issue of Mammoth Tales was a list 
of new Thousand-Milers. Gazing at the list of 
those who crossed the finished line in 2018 
made me wish I could go back in time and 
ask these hikers a few questions. What was 
your favorite segment? How many miles a day 
did you average? Were you ever lost? Our “trail 

talk” hasn’t changed much over the centuries, 
and neither has the fact that the bold 
adventurers of 2018, like modern Thousand-
Milers, probably found something significant 
on the Trail: a new perspective, growth through 
adversity, much-needed open spaces. Or, on a 
lonely stretch, a helping hand where none was 
expected.

The last page I glanced at helped make the 
most direct connection between then and 
now. A photo showed past recipients of the 
original Spirit Stick happily passing it along 
to 2018’s recipient, a woman named Dolly 
McNulty. Those pictured are either beaming or 
shedding tears of joy; you’d be hard pressed 
to find a happier-looking crew. These folks 
would likely say that the thousands of hours 
they contributed to the Trail were a great 
investment. This has been a constant from 
the start of our project…we have a thriving 
community of kind and generous individuals, 
and each minute of time we give to the Trail 
is reflected back in the form of enriched and 
happier lives. Much has been said about what 
we do to move the Trail forward. Just as much 
can be said about what our involvement does 
FOR US.

Having come to the end of the old issue of 
Mammoth Tales, I realized it was past time 
to pivot to more pressing tasks on my day’s 
agenda. I got up, stretched my achy back, 
sneezed a few times from the dust I had stirred 
up, then decided that what I really needed was 
to sneak out for a quick walk on the Ice Age…
er, Tusk Age Trail. 

An excerpt from Mammoth Tales, Summer 2318

Looking Back on Three Centuries: Big Changes  
and Some Fundamental Continuities
ERIC SHERMAN VER. 16.4.3, MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR
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McKenzie Creek Provides the Perfect Venue  
for Volunteering
ERIC SHERMAN

A few years ago, I was paging through Mammoth Tales when a 
notice caught my eye: volunteers were needed to help revise the Ice 
Age Trail Companion Guide. Looking back, I consider myself lucky: 
first, for seeing the notice, and second, for answering the call. Doing 
so resulted in one of the finest days of hiking I’ve had.

Shortly after seeing the notice, I contacted Sharon Dziengel, the 
coordinator for the project. She asked me to pick a segment of 
the Ice Age Trail and hike it end-to-end. My job was to bring the 
segment description page from the soon-to-be outdated edition of 
the Companion Guide, and check if any of the details were incorrect 
or in need of revision. My first choice for a hike was the McKenzie 
Creek Segment in northwestern Wisconsin. The Trail winds through 
Polk County forest lands and the McKenzie Creek State Wildlife 
Area. The descriptions in the Companion Guide promised steep and 
hilly topography and plenty of water of both the lake and creek 
variety. Fortunately for me, I was the first one to stake a claim to the 
segment. I quickly received an okay from Sharon. All systems go!

My companion for the adventure was my girlfriend Melissa, and 
our launching pad for the hike was a cabin near Haugen, WI. A day 
before the hike I started to get a little antsy, and declared that I 
needed to do some scouting of the 
Trail before we actually hiked it. 
This was true. Part of the job of a 
field editor is to make sure all the 
directions to the trailheads are 
correct and to verify the existence 
of parking areas, so there is some 
work beyond the hiking.

I hopped into the car and headed 
west toward Cumberland, about 
40 minutes from Haugen. I verified 
the directions and mileages 
listed in the segment description, 
and familiarized myself with 
the road-Trail intersections and 
parking areas. I also stopped in the 
small town of Clam Falls to check 
which services they could provide 
for hikers, another important 
component of the segment 
descriptions. It felt good to get a 

feel for the lay of the land...it’s one thing to read about a segment, 
but another to see first-hand how it makes its way from Point A to 
Point B.

My scouting mission was a success, and we woke up Wednesday 
ready to hit the Trail. Melissa and I reached the area around 9 am. 
I had to drop Melissa off at the eastern terminus of the segment, 
on County Highway E, and then drive west to park the car at the 
intersection of the Trail with 30th Street. Along the way, I drove 
by a house with a birdfeeder in the front yard, and a very, very 
large dog running away from the feeder. Double-taking, I realized 
that the very, very large dog was in fact a black bear. My first bear 
sighting (outside of a zoo)! It would not be my last of the day.

As it turns out, it was not even my last of the hour. I parked the 
car along 30th Street and headed east to meet Melissa along the 
Trail. I had hiked only 100 yards or so and was just starting to soak 
in the beautiful forest surroundings when I noticed another bear 
(or perhaps the same one) parked in the middle of the Trail not 50 
yards in front of me. I stared at him for about a half-second and 
then gave a loud clap to hopefully send him on his way, which he 
generously obliged. Of course I had read in many books that black 

bears aren’t much of a threat to humans, 
but of course I had also just seen one 
running at a very healthy clip. And I had 
also read Bill Bryson’s A Walk in the Woods, 
with it’s stories of Cub Scouts having their 
arms snapped off by agitated bears. I never 
verified if Bryson was telling the truth or 
just trying to spin a better yarn, but in 
either case for the next half-mile of hiking 
the hairs on my neck and arms didn’t get 
much rest.

I met Melissa and we continued the 
journey west. We passed the car at 30th 
Street and continued on toward County 
Highway O. The forest was wonderful, and 
the topography as advertised. As we made 
our way down a long hillside, I noticed 
something crawling up a dead tree a ways 
down the Trail. I froze and pointed the 
animal out to Melissa.

featuredsegment

continued on page 6
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“What is it?” I asked. “A beaver?” It certainly looked like one. I got 
out my camera and, with my 50mm lens, snapped a photo to offer 
irrefutable evidence of a black dot climbing a distant tree. As we got 
closer, Melissa figured it out. “Ahh...it’s a porcupine,” she said.

Another first for me! The critter did not match my idea of a porcupine. 
I imagined them having quills standing at perpendicular angles to 
the body, ready to shoot forth at unsuspecting dogs or Ice Age Trail 
Companion Guide volunteer editors. The quills on the genuine article, 
however, were slicked back and looked more like fur. We were able to 
see this because the porcupine took his time climbing out of our sight. 
We continued down the Trail with a little extra bounce in our steps. 
Seeing things up close that you’ve only read about is quite a thrill.

We stopped for a snack at the intersection of the Trail and County 
Highway O. The forecast had called for a chance of showers, but there 

were only a few patchy clouds so far. The temperature was perfect for 
hiking, and maybe even in shorts, though we stuck with pants due to 
the 50 million or so ticks we had encountered in a few miles of hiking.

We crossed the road and plunged back into the forest. We had gone 
maybe 20 paces when, on another dead tree, I spotted another 
interesting creature, which looked a bit like the porcupine but had 
a bushy tail and moved much, much faster. Before we could get a 
good look at him he dashed into the tree trunk. Pulses quickened, 
we brainstormed: What the heck was that? Mink? Weasel? Faster 
porcupine? We circled the tree a few times before the animal let out a 
strange-sounding growl that let us know that he didn’t want to see us 
as much as we wanted to see him.

We didn’t notice the scenery much as we crossed into the McKenzie 
Creek State Wildlife Area, instead replaying old episodes of “Wild 
America” in our heads, trying to put a name with the furry face we had 
just encountered. As we arrived at the Clam River, we crossed paths with 
people for the first time on the hike, a father and son taking off their 
waders after a day of fishing. We noted where we had been and what 
we had seen, and offered a detailed description of the mystery mammal.

“Hmm...sounds like a weasel,” the dad said.

“Dad, maybe it was a fisher,” the son chipped in.

“Could it have been a mink?” I asked.

“No, I don’t think so. But it could have been a marten,” the dad replied.

“Dad, maybe it was a fisher,” the son chipped in.

And so it went. I think we discussed about 15 different options, and each 
time the young man suggested it was a fisher. Upon returning home 
and searching online, we discovered that it was indeed a fisher. When in 
doubt, listen to the kids.

We thanked the father and son for the information and continued on. 
The Trail turned south as it met up with McKenzie Creek. We followed 
the creek for some distance, and had our second on-trail bear sighting 
of the day, not far from the intersection with County Highway W. It was 

The only thing more common than ticks on the day of the hike were 
trillium (above), which took on a bit of a glow after the brief downpour we 
encountered south of McKenzie Lake. Less common, though no less beautiful, 
were the yellow lady’s slippers (left), like this one spotted east of northern 
intersection with County Highway O. Photo by Eric Sherman.

McKenzie Creek Provides the Perfect Venue for Volunteering
continued from page 5
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there that we stopped for lunch and I 
reviewed a few minor edits I had made 
to the segment description. As it turns 
out, most of the minor edits I wound 
up suggesting came from my scouting 
mission, rather than the  
hike itself.

The Trail south of County Highway W 
moved up to a ridge above the creek, and 
provided more fantastic scenery. We had 
settled into a nice rhythm by this time. 
It was interrupted by our third on-trail 
bear sighting of the day. This time, when I 
asked the bear to move along, he stopped 
on the Trail and gave us a glance, as if 
to remind us who the boss was, before 
he ambled back into the woods. I never 
imagined that the first day I saw a bear, 
I’d see three more before dinnertime.

As the sun began to sink a bit, we made our 
final pleasant discovery of the day. I was 
walking several paces behind Melissa when 
she stopped, looked down and pointed.

“Morels!” she said.

I’m no mushroom eater (the texture doesn’t quite sit well with me, 
and, well...it’s a fungi), but I still knew that this was a treat. We poked 
around for a little while longer and wound up with a half a dozen fine 
specimens. Once we got home, Melissa fried them up in some butter, and 
after some light arm twisting, I agreed to give them a shot. Taste...not 
bad. Texture...well, they’re still mushrooms. Melissa was better able to 
appreciate the forest’s gift, fortunately.*

We coasted along toward the finish line as the sun approached the 
horizon. A few of the forecasted sprinkles arrived and found their way 
to us, but didn’t last long. We arrived at McKenzie Lake shortly before 

sunset. Given all the wonderful 
things we had already seen 
today, the lake didn’t register as it 
normally would have, but I decided 
it would definitely be a place worth 
returning to. Were it earlier in the 
day and we were at the end of the 
Trail, we would have taken the 
time to test the water a bit. Today, 
though, we still had some hiking to 
do and not much light.

As we hiked the last mile, I was 
able to stop and get a few shots in 
the fading light of the omnipresent 
trillium. Along with swimming, I 
determined that photo ops would 
bring me back to this wonderful 
place.

At last, we reached the trailhead 
on 270th Avenue, where Melissa’s 
dad was kindly waiting to shuttle 
us back to our car. The final stats for 
the hike: 12 miles, 9 hours, 3 bears, 
1 porcupine, 1 fisher, 6 morels, and a 

heel blister or two. The best part, however, was that in addition to providing 
myself with a day’s worth of nice memories and fodder for storytelling, I 
was able to contribute to the Ice Age Trail Companion Guide, a book that 
will hopefully encourage others get out and have great experiences on the 
McKenzie Creek Segment and the rest of the Ice Age Trail.   

Pondering a morel, just one of many treasures we found on the 
day’s stroll. The McKenzie Creek Segment probably offered the 
most “Whoa, cool!” moments per mile of any hike I’ve ever been 
on. Photo by Eric Sherman.

* NOTE: Private lands along the Ice Age Trail are not open to mushroom picking. 
    Always respect private property.

Looking for an adventure?
This summer, we’ll be revising the Ice Age Trail Companion 
Guide for a 2008 edition, and could use your help! Please 
contact Sharon Dziengel at sharondziengel@yahoo.com or 
(262) 271-0703 by April 1st, 2007. 


